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Following the last month SNB’s shocking decision of depegging the Swiss franc, investors are now targeting the
Danish Krone (buying it), challenging Copenhagen’s long held
fixed exchange rate policy.
Danis h Krone per Euro (EURDKK)
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Which acrobatics the Danish Nationalbank is doing in order to
defend its peg with the EUR and neutralize the buying
pressure from investors?
1. In the last three weeks, the Nationalbank has cut its main policy
rate four times! (to a record global low of -0.75%)
2. Denmark has stopped issuing government debt, bringing (with
this new supplies cut off) the yield of the five-year government
bond to an astonishing -0.4% with the aim of stopping foreign
demand for DKK denominated assets.
3. In January, the central bank has sold some DKK106bn
(US$16.2bn) in order to depreciate its currency. These Krones
had to be created and by doing it, the central bank’s balance
sheet was inflated by a 25%.
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What do we think of all this madness resulting from the
blatant manipulation of the entire global monetary system?
1. In my view, investors are right when buying the DKK! I also think that the Krone is
deeply undervalued following the euro’s steep decline and the maintenance of the
DKK-EUR peg. Why?
2. When the euro declines against the USD, I see now sound reasons for such a move
(Draghi’s decision to implement the QE with the aim to monetize debt of countries
with large funding needs). However, for a country that can afford to cut the debt
issuance (Denmark has surplus) and decides to defend its peg with the euro (by
artificially devaluing the Krone), we see this move as a forceful action, not being
supported by any foundation.
3. Indeed, both central banks are expanding monetary base but the reasons are quite
different. The euro devaluation is a consequence of the miseries of the region (among
these the own fiscal, and now, the monetary policy), being the euro fall, therefore,
fair. Instead, the DKK’s devaluation is not a consequence of any misery.
4. As we see it, the market will inevitably continue to put a lot of pressure to an artificial
and forced exchange rate, forcing the Danish central bank to eventually give up and
stop expanding balance sheet, selling Krones and buying euro denominated bonds.
5. Against this, we have the possibility of a 20% gain if the peg breaks today.

When can this happen?
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1.

Following recent statements from Mr. Lars Rohde (Danish central bank governor), not in the
short term. Thus, I would not bet for an imminent de-pegging of the Krone. Mr. Rhode: “We
can place all of our excess currency reserves –roughly 30% of GDP- in the euro bond market
at a negative rate of -0.1% or -0.2% since we are finding ourselves at a negative rate of 0.75%”. “We can go on forever”. (Remember that Switzerland's Fx reserves ballooned to
80% of GDP before they broke the peg. So they still have room to maneuver).

2.

Well. Nobody in their right mind believes Mr. Rohde’s suggestion of keeping the DKK
devalued is credible. In no way it is the same to borrow money through a Denmark bond (a
certain liability for the Danes) than lend money through an Italian bond (uncertain asset for
the Danes).

3.

Mr. Rhode’s point of “We can go forever”, will soon blow up, being the second currency
“departing” from the Euro (the first one was the Swiss Franc) and appreciating significantly.

4.

And now the million dollar question: Which currency will be the third currency departing from
the Euro? Knowing that the GBP jumped (long ago) the fixed exchanged system (courtesy of
Mr. Soros), I am inclined to think that will be a currency within the euro.

5.

Which One? Seeing that are precisely the "good" currencies that decide to leave the euro
(CHF, and the DKK in short), rather than Greece, one could easily think that will be the
Germans that will decide to depart.

6.

Obviously, all this dynamic will materialize only if we continue doing the same things that
caused all this madness. (Remember that all the fuss in the exchange rates was initiated the
day that Draghi announced its QE).
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Legal Disclaimer

All the sections in this publication have been prepared by the team of analysts from the financial institution.
The views expressed in this document are based on the assessment of public and private information. These reports contain evaluations of a technical and
subjective nature on economic data and relevant social and political factors, from which the financial institution’s analysts have extracted, evaluated and
summarized the information they believe to be the most objective, subsequently agreeing upon and drawing up reasonable opinions on the issues analysed herein.
The opinions and estimates in this document are based on the market events and conditions that took place before the publication of this document, and therefore
cannot be determining factors in the evaluation of future events that take place after its publication.
The financial institution may hold views on financial instruments that differ completely or partially from the general market consensus. The market indices chosen
have been selected following the exclusive criteria that the financial institution regards as most appropriate.
The financial institution cannot in any way guarantee that the predictions or events given in this document will take place, and expressly reminds readers that any
past performances mentioned do not in any circumstances imply future returns; that the investments analysed may not be suitable for all investors; that
investments can fluctuate over time in terms of their share price and value; and that any changes that might occur to interest rates or currency exchange rates are
other factors that may also make it unadvisable to follow the opinions expressed herein.
This document cannot be regarded, under any circumstances, as an offer or proposal to buy the financial products or instruments that may have been mentioned,
and all the information herein is for guidance purposes and should not be regarded as the only relevant factor when it comes to making a decision to proceed with a
specific investment.
This document does not, therefore, analyse any other determining factors for properly appraising the decision to make a specific investment, such as the risk profile
of the investor, his/her knowledge, experience and financial situation, the duration or the higher or lower liquidity of the investment in question. Consequently,
investors are responsible for seeking and obtaining the appropriate financial advice in order to assess the risks, costs and other characteristics of any investments
they wish to make.
The financial institution cannot accept any responsibility for the accuracy or suitability of the evaluations or estimates of the models used in the valuations in this
document, or any possible errors or omissions that may have been made when preparing this document.
The financial institution reserves the right to change the information in this document at any time, whether partially or in full.

